
Dance Movements
Join the tips of your thumb and all fingers on one hand, 
and bring them rhythmically towards your mouth
Put the palms of both hands together, lean your head to 
one side and rest it on your joined hands
Rub one arm with the opposite hand
Raise an index finger and wag it from side to side
Hold an imaginary book in one hand and write in it with 
the other
Make a swimming motion with your arms
Hit a tennis ball with your racquet
Point to your chest with both thumbs
Place your wrists on top of your head, palms facing 
forward, and wiggle your fingers like Martian antennae
Starting with one arm extended out to the side, “zoom” 
your finger to the other side
Show 8 fingers
Form a sphere in front of your face, spreading your 
fingers wide and joining the fingertips
Put your arm around the shoulders of an imaginary friend
Hold a “microphone” in one hand and sing into it
Dance like a Martian: every time you sing this phrase, 
dance the way YOU think a Martian does. The stranger, 
the better!
Shake your head from side to side
Shake your hands high in the air
Dance like a Martian

Bend your knees rhythmically
Rhythmically raise one foot, then the other
Dance like a Martian

Song Lyrics

I eat on Neptune

I sleep on Mars

I bathe on Saturn
It isn´t very far
The school´s on Jupiter

The pool´s on Earth
The park´s on Venus
This is my world.
I´m a Martian

I can zoom

To all eight planets
Plus the moon

Let´s be friends
We can sing
And do the Funky Martian Dance
Do the Funky Martian Dance
Do the Funky Martian Dance
Now shake both of your heads
And shake your seven hands
Do the Funky Martian Dance
Do the Funky Martian Dance
Now bend your four green knees
And lift your four round feet
Do the Funky Martian Dance
Getting funky!
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